Are We Upholding Communication Standards in Nursing Education in Central Canada: Facilitating and Assessing Nursing Students’ Handover Skills in the Clinical Setting?
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Abstract

Background: Even though handover reporting skills are essential to providing safe competent care, at times they may be neglected in nursing education.

Purpose: This study aimed to explore how nurse educators are facilitating the learning of a standardized handover reporting framework in clinical at a nursing program in central Canada.

Method: The qualitative study used a descriptive design with semi-structured interviews. The sample consisted of nine participants.

Results: Results indicated that a standardized handover reporting framework is not being consistently implemented in clinical settings and handover reporting skills are being taught and evaluated inconsistently in clinical settings. Three essential overall themes emerged from the analysis of the data, which were:

a) Opportunity to develop knowledge acquisition of handover reporting skills in nursing education.
b) Multisystem matter is causing limitations to using and evaluating a standardized handover report in clinical settings, and
c) Importance of experiential learning opportunities to implement and receive feedback on their handover reports in clinical settings.

Conclusion: The results help to shed light on some of the issues that may exist for nurse educators teaching and evaluating the nursing students to give handover reports in clinical settings, and provides approaches to address these issues.

Introduction

Communication plays a vital role in every aspect of a nurses’ job [1,2]. A component of a nurse’s job that relies heavily on communication is handover reports. Handover reports can be defined as the communication that occurs between two professionals [3]. It occurs when one professional communicates information about a patient’s care to another professional so that they can take over the care of the patient [3,4]. There was evidence that suggested nurses are not being effectively taught how to give proper handovers in their training [4,5]. Handover reports are often undervalued, but yet handover reports have a significant role in patient care because they facilitate the continuity of patient care [3,4]. Poor handover reports have been known to lead to mistakes that have harmed patients [5,6].

Teaching handover reporting skills has been deemed an essential component of undergraduate nursing education [7,8]. Handover reports must convey information about a patient, the care provider, the plan of care, treatments, conditions, and changes [9,10]. Furthermore, handover reports must allow time for clarification of the information shared [11]. A large amount of literature suggested that implementing standardized handover frameworks for handover reports could help to address issues seen with nurses delivering inadequate handover reports [7,12,13]. Teaching a standardized framework once is likely not enough to help the students deliver effective handover reports in practice. Educators may need to foster the use of the standardized handover reporting framework consistently in clinical, and provide the students with regular feedback.
Problem

There was a lack of evidence-based research around how nursing educators are implementing and evaluating handover reports in clinical settings [7,14]. One study found that beginner nurses’ handover reporting skills were inadequate, and inadvertently identified that the preceptors were not even listening to the students’ handover reports [14]. If nursing students are not assessed or evaluated on their handover reporting skills in clinical, then they are unable to receive the proper feedback to grow in their handover reporting skills. There was a need to explore how nurse educators were promoting and evaluating nursing students’ handover reporting skills in clinical settings.

Research Questions

How are nurse educators facilitating the learning of standardized frameworks for handover reports in clinical settings?

a) How are educators assessing nursing students to see if they are using a standardized handover reporting framework for handover reports in clinical settings?

b) How are the nursing educators encouraging the use of a standardized handover reporting framework in clinical settings?

c) How are nursing educators evaluating students’ handover reports in clinical settings?

Significance

Exploring the above research questions could benefit nursing education and the nursing profession. Nursing education could benefit from identifying ways to improve how nurse educators promote and assess the nursing students’ handover reporting skills in the clinical settings. The reason being is that it can lead to improvements in how educators promote and assess the students’ use of the standardized handover reporting framework for handover reports. Improving how nurse educators are teaching and evaluating the nursing students’ handover reporting can enhance the students’ learning of the skill. In turn, improving nursing students’ handover reporting skills can improve patient care and employer satisfaction.

Ethical approval

Ethical approval was obtained by the University of Regina Research Ethics Board and the Saskatchewan Polytechnic Research Ethics Board.

Benefit of standardized handover reporting framework

The literature suggested that implementing standardized handover reporting framework for handover reports can help address issues seen with students delivering handover reports in practice settings [13,15]. Without structured handover reporting training, nursing students are passive participants during handover reports, and they do not engage in safe communication practices [7]. It is necessary to provide nursing students with opportunities to learn and demonstrate handover reports in a specific and structured way [12]. When students use the same standardized handover reporting framework for delivering handover reports as they move through the program’s curriculum, the depth and specificity of the student’s handover report increases as they move through the program [15]. Therefore, students’ handover reporting skills likely can improve if they have a consistent standardized handover reporting framework to reference.

Methodology/ Procedures

This qualitative study used a descriptive design and used semi-structured interviews to collect data. Several attempts were made to recruit participants via an electronic poster, paper posters, and word of mouth. There were 9 participants who volunteered for this study. The participants were nurse educators who were teaching in a degree nursing program in central Canada. Participants in this study all taught in different years of the four-year nursing program. The participants could have had anywhere from under 12 months of teaching experience, to over 10 years of teaching experience. A research assistant obtained signed consent and conducted the semi-structured interviews, which were audio-recorded. The interviews consisted of questions relating to the participants’ experience and their perceptions of how handover reporting is accomplished by students, and how their skills are evaluated by nurse educators in the clinical setting. Each interview was between 20-90 minutes. A professional transcriber was hired to transcribe the audio interview data. The primary researchers analyzed only the de-identified transcribed interview data. Codes were used to protect the participants’ identity. Participants were awarded a 20 dollar honorarium for their participation in the study.

Data Analysis

Data was analyzed using a process similar to Kleiman’s [16] method for analyzing interview data. Each interview was read twice from start to finish to obtain an overall impression. The interview transcripts were then divided into meaningful sections/units. Then the sections/units that were identified as having a similar focus were integrated to preliminary themes to make sense of them. Next the preliminary themes were elaborated for essential meanings/themes. Then the raw data descriptions were again revisited to confirm interpretations. A critical reflection of the final themes was done by the team. Consensus of findings among the research team was established.

Trustworthiness

Several steps were taken to help uphold the trustworthiness of the data and the results of this study. For instance, an audit trail was maintained for this study. Having an audit trail to illustrate logical data collection and analysis increases the
trustworthiness of the results [17]. Member checking was performed. Participants checked their interview transcripts for accuracy. Member checking can help to increase the trustworthiness of the findings [18]. The study required that all members of the research team reach a consensus about the study's findings. Obtaining consensus among the research team is commonly done to help increase the trustworthiness of the findings [18]. Trustworthiness was also enhanced by following Kleiman’s steps for analyzing the data.

Results

Question 1: How are educators assessing nursing students to see if they are using a standardized handover reporting framework for handover reports in clinical settings? The results showed the nurse educators are inconsistently implementing and evaluating if students use the standardized handover reporting framework. Some participants stated they informally ask students if they are using the framework. A few participants admitted that they do not assess if the students’ use the standardized handover reporting framework in clinical because they do not have time. A couple participants said they do not assess if the students use the handover reporting framework in clinical because the students do not give handover reports.

Question 2: How are the nursing educators encouraging the use of the standardized handover reporting framework in clinical settings? The results showed the nurse educators are inconsistently encouraging the use of the standardized handover reporting framework. A few participants stated they make the students use the standardized handover reporting framework for handover reports. One participant said they are using some post conferences to discuss and practice standardized handover reporting frameworks. While several participants admitted that they do not promote the use of the standardized handover reporting framework at all in clinical. One participant said the students do not give handover reports in their clinical setting.

Question 3: How are nursing educators evaluating students’ handover reports in clinical settings? The results showed nurse educators are inconsistently evaluating the use of any standardized handover reporting framework in clinical. One participant stated they informally assess the students’ use of a handover reporting framework in a post conference at the start of the term. While several participants admitted that they do not evaluate the students’ handover reporting skills in clinical. Several participants said they do not have time to assess the students’ handover reports. One participant said the students do not give handover reports in their clinical setting.

Three essential overall themes emerged from the analysis of the data.

a) Opportunity to develop knowledge acquisition of handover reporting skills in nursing education,

b) Multisystem matter is causing limitations to using and evaluating a standardized handover reporting in clinical settings, and

c) Importance of experiential learning opportunities to implement and receive feedback on their handover reports in clinical settings.

Opportunities for Develop Knowledge Acquisition

Based on the results, the program’s current approach for teaching nursing students the necessary handover reporting skills could be improved. Results indicated that there is an opportunity to further develop students’ nurse educators, and staffs’ knowledge, use, and evaluation of standardized handover reporting frameworks in clinical settings. All of the participants provided varying answers on what should be included in a student’s handover report. One participant felt handover reports should state “the flow of treatment”, another participant thought handover reports should state “med tolerance, and complaints”, while another participant believed handover reports should state the “patient perspective and discharge planning”. There appears to be room to help nurse educators gain knowledge of what is required in students’ handover reports so that they can consistently reinforce the requirements to students and staff in clinical.

All of the participants agreed that the nursing students’ use of handover reports could be improved. Several of the participants interviewed expressed that they do not use a standardized handover reporting framework for handover reports. A participant declared “we do not use a standardized form for handovers”. Another participant revealed “students say we’re taught that but we don’t really use it”. A different participant revealed “this theory they have learned” in class “isn’t being pulled through to clinical”. It seems there could be some improvements made to reinforce the students’ use of handover reports in clinical settings.

There is also an opportunity to improve the consistency of how nurse educators evaluate the students’ use of a standardized handover reporting framework in clinical, across the program’s curriculum. When discussing how nurse educators evaluate the students’ use of the standardized framework for handover reporting, most of the participants said they do not evaluate the students’ use of a standardized handover framework in clinical, or evaluate the students’ delivery of handover reports in clinical. For example, one participant expressed “they’re not giving a report of the whole day ever...unless we do it in post conference”. The results showed that there is room to improve in how students’ handover skills are evaluated in the practice setting.

Multisystem Matter

An analysis of the data showed that the concerns around the nursing students’ implementing a standardized handover report framework for delivering handover reports in clinical
was a multisystem matter involving nurse educators, staff on the units, and students. There was more to the issue than simply nurse educators needing to improve how they taught students the handover reporting skills. The issue involved the nurse educators’ staff’s and students’ attitude towards using the standardized handover framework. There was mention that staff, students, and nurse educators did not follow a format, or order for handover reporting. One participant confessed handover reports are “not always a priority in clinical settings”. Another participant expressed “It’s a format to start but forever, I think it dumbs down the profession”. A participant shared “staffs do not use any kind of standardized format”. Another participant suspected that since the nurses on that unit are not using the format for handover reports “students do not use the standardized framework for handover reports in clinical either”. Most of the participants said that nurse educators and staff are not encouraging students to use a standardized framework for handover reports in clinical.

Furthermore, adding to the matter was the placement and structure of the students’ clinical. The hours that students were in clinical may not always promote the best practice of handover reporting. Some participants said they are not giving handover reports in clinical because they are not on the unit during the end of shift report. The clinical placement may play a role in promoting the use of a standardized handover report. One participant claimed “I don't know that they're always used in community or mental health” clinical. A separate participant disclosed they do not use a standardized handover framework because of the quick pace of the unit, and they went on to say that “within my department in emerge we do give each other reports but they're horrendous”.

**Importance of Experiential Learning Opportunities**

The study’s findings also implied that in order to cultivate the students’ competence with handover reporting in clinical, students must be able to consistently perform handover skills in clinical, and across the program’s curriculum. Participants expressed that simply learning the theory of how to deliver a handover report in class, or practicing how to deliver a handover report once, is not enough to foster competence in handover reporting. Findings showed participants believe students would benefit from the program using the same standardized handover reporting framework for delivering handover reports in every clinical area, throughout the program. One participant asserted that the framework should be “standardized all throughout the program...otherwise people might not do it”. As one participant reflected, they said they now see “how important that would be to have the opportunity to practice giving and receiving reports” in different clinical settings.

**Recommendations**

a) Provide the nurse educators with sessions or handouts to increase their knowledge of how, and why the handover reporting theory is integrated into the program’s curriculum, to increase buy-in about the importance of using a standardized handover framework. As providing the nurse educators with this knowledge can assist them to inform the nurses on the units and it can help to address the inconsistencies seen with implementing and evaluating the nursing students’ handover skills in clinical settings.

b) Ensure students are given time to practice handover reporting skills before entering clinical settings. Implement different teaching techniques so that students can practice handover skills on more than one occasion.

c) Ensure students are being given ample opportunities to practice their application of the standardized handover frameworks in various clinical settings. Educators may need more training on how to create opportunities for the students to practice their handover skills at some clinical sites.

**Discussion**

Nurse educators have the duty of teaching nursing students the necessary communication skills for practice. Handover reporting skills have been regarded as an essential nursing skill that should be taught in undergraduate nursing education [7,8]. It is recommended that effective communication skills need to be taught to students before they enter the clinical setting [19], such as handover reporting. Similar to Horwitz et al. [14] study, the results of this study revealed that participants recognized that handover reporting skills are in dispensable to nursing; however, handover reporting skills are being overlooked. Nursing programs should ensure they promote the importance of effectively teaching and evaluating the nursing students’ handover reports in the clinical settings among the nurse educators. If nurse educators do not buy-in into the importance of standardized handover reporting skills, students likely will not either.

One of the reasons that handover skills are overlooked in nursing education appears to be that nurse educators may not be familiar with how the theory is integrated in the program’s curriculum. The results of this study showed that there was a lack of clarity on when, and how, the nursing students were taught the handover reporting skills in the nursing program’s curriculum. Similar, Yu & Kang [12] also found in their study that there was uncertainty about the utilization of standardized handover reporting frameworks within the nursing program. Nursing programs may want to improve the nurse educators’ knowledge of their programs’ nursing curriculum. Nurse educator’s competencies require that they have knowledge of their nursing program’s curriculum, and that they are able to articulate the nursing program’s curriculum [20]. Providing nurse educators with the knowledge of when, and how, handover reports are taught in the program may help to improve the reinforcement of the skills in the different clinical settings.
throughout the program.

Providing nurse educators with this knowledge may also help to address inconsistencies with implementing and evaluating the nursing students’ handover skills in clinical settings. This study revealed that nurse educators and students are not consistently implementing and evaluating handover reporting skills in clinical. Creating consistency in how the handover skills are implemented and evaluated is imperative, because it can help to enhance the nursing students’ handover skills in practice [15]. Having consistency in how skills are taught across the program’s curriculum can have a positive impact on the students’ learning outcomes [21]. No matter what standardized handover reporting framework is chosen to be taught to the students for handover reports, it is the consistent use of the standardized handover reporting framework that is central to successfully building the skills [15].

In order for students to consistently implement a handover reporting framework in various clinical settings, it appears there might be a need for nurse educators to provide students with more guidance in tailoring the standardized handover reporting framework to the clinical area’s needs. Students need to gain competence with the application of communication in different areas of nursing [22], such as handover reporting skills. Yu & Kang [12] also suggested that the handover format needs to be tailored specifically for each specific nursing group. A unit’s preferences for handover reports can be adapted within a standardized handover reporting frameworks [15]. It looks as if nurse educators may need some training on how to help students to use a standardized handover reporting framework in various clinical settings. Findings in this study showed that nurse educators were unaware they can apply the standardized handover reporting framework to multiple clinical settings. Once the nurse educators are trained to help students apply the standardized handover reporting framework to their unit’s needs, the nurse educators can assist the students to do the same. Helping students to use the standardized handover reporting framework to the units’ needs can assist the students to build confidence and better prepare the students’ for staff expectations [15].

More preparation could be done to facilitate students to learn how to give handover reports before they enter the clinical settings. This study revealed that despite learning the theory in class, some students are not prepared to give handover reports in clinical settings. Learning communication skills requires more than just learning theories in class [23]. In order to learn effective communication skills, nursing students must engage in the learning process, and be able to build the necessary communication skills during their clinical practicums [24]. Some nursing schools use simulation [25], and some use role play [23], to improve students’ communication skills before facing the situations in the clinical settings. Quail et al. [25] found students reported significantly higher communication knowledge, skill, and confidence after completing a conversational interaction with someone else, regardless of whether the conversation was with a standardised patient in simulation, or with a virtual patient. Dawood [26] found role play helped the nursing students to integrate the theory in practice, as well as helped them to feel less anxious about facing the situation in real life nursing care. Teaching students the theory of handover reports, and allowing them to role play giving handover reports before entering into the clinical setting, may help strengthen the students’ application of the skills in the clinical settings.

On top of students being able to practice delivering handover reports before entering the clinical setting, it is vital that they are actually practicing their skills in the different clinical settings. Yu & Kang [12] found that it is imperative that nursing students receive education on handover reporting as a part of their practical training. Several of the participants in this study admitted that their students are not practicing handover skills in their clinical settings for various reasons. Some participants said their clinical areas don’t give handover reports, and some said students are not on the floor when handover reports occur. As with any clinical nursing skill, it is important for nurse educators to seek out opportunities for the students to perform the skills in the clinical settings. At any clinical placement site, nursing students, and nurses should be giving some type of handover report on the unit/agency when they go for breaks, transfer a patient, and when they leave work for the day [27]. Providing nurse educators and nursing students with more training on when, and why, handover reports are used may assist to ensure the students practice their handover communication appropriately in the different clinical settings.

**Future Research**

Since this study only used a small sample and was conducted at only one institution, more research is needed before generalizing the findings to other nursing educational institutions. In order to address some of the findings in this study, the plan is to further explore if nursing staff on the units see the importance of using standardized handover reports in clinical settings. In addition, more research is needed to further explore if the nursing students see the importance of using standardized handover reports in clinical settings. It is important to explore these findings in an effort to uncover all the factors which may be affecting the nursing students’ ability to give effective handover reports in the clinical settings so they can be properly addressed.

**Limitations**

There were some limitations to this study. One being that the study did not collect detailed demographic information. Researchers routinely collect demographic data to describe the sample of people, or organizations, in their studies to assess if it represents the population [28]. Collecting more details about the demographic information of our sample would have enhanced the analysis of the sample representing the population. Another
limitation to this study was the fact that the participants who volunteered for the study were all from the same campus sites location. In addition, the study had a small sample size. Having a small sample and having participants from only on location can affect the results’ generalizability [29-33]. More research is needed before generalizing the results to all nursing nurse educators.

Conclusion

It is imperative that nursing students practice handover reporting skills in their undergraduate nursing programs in the clinical settings. This study explored how nurse educators from a nursing program in central Canada are facilitating the use of standardized handover reporting frameworks for handover reports in the clinical settings. It aimed to identify obstacles and helpful techniques for educating nursing students on handover reporting skills in clinical settings. Based on this study’s results, improvements can be made to how nursing students are taught to give handover skills in the clinical settings. One being that there are opportunities to develop the nurse educators’ students’ and nursing staffs’ knowledge and skills on handover reporting. To enhance nursing students’ handover skills it is important to utilize an experiential learning approach so that students can put their skills to practice on a regular basis. Although more research is needed, the study’s findings can help to shed light on, and offer techniques to address, some of the issues that can exist with regards to nurse educators teaching nursing students handover skills in the clinical settings. Improving the education of nursing student’s handover reporting skills can in turn aid in increasing patient safety, patient satisfaction, and employer satisfaction.
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